Spend Management
Solutions

Simplify, Strengthen, Control and Automate Invoice, Expense,
P2P and TEM for Improved Visibility and Compliance

$3.5 Billion
Transactions per Month

25 Million
Assets Tracked Globally,
24/7

Apptricity Spend Management is an integrated
mobile solution suite that brings a new level
of efficiency to your organization’s travel and
expense, procure-to-pay, invoice and financial
reporting operations. By streamlining core
finance functions, Expense and Spend patterns
snap into focus when you gain 360-degree
visibility, strengthen controls and harness the
power of real-time analytics.
You and your employees gain end-to-end visibility,
faster procurement, simpler purchasing and
payment, and greater compliance. With intelligent
analytics and reporting, and full ERP integration
with any accounting system, you can track costs
like never before. And Apptricity’s platform agnostic
platform ensures your system will be configured to
your business rules and workflows, providing easy
migration.

Drive Compliance, Improve Reporting

By automating spend management – for travel
approval and booking, expense entry and approvals,
procurement, product catalog, invoicing, audit and
reporting – you ensure your employees use preferred
vendors and follow policy. And the most up-to-date,
real-time reporting lets you make more informed
budget and spending decisions.

Easy to Use, Simple to Manage

Apptricity’s mobile and web interfaces enable quick
and easy creation, tracking, approval and audit for
reports, requisitions, catalogs, invoices and payments.

Reduce Costs, Increase Productivity

Research shows that a fully automated travel and
expense report costs 74% less to process than a
manual report. With that kind of saving, you can
redeploy staff to more urgent work - saving money
and eliminating manual data entry forever.
www.apptricity.com

Apptricity is a leading global provider of IoT and M2M
mobile enterprise solutions for supply chain management
and spend management.

For more information, please visit:
www.apptricity.com
Global: +1 214.596.0601
USA: 800.693.2193

Why Apptricity:
+ Global companies and
government agencies rely on
Apptricity to automate their Supply
Chain and Spend procurement
processes to improve ROI.

Apptricity Travel & Expense

Apptricity Procure-To-Pay

+ Regardless of sector, industry or
application, Apptricity solutions
are easiest to own, deploy,
integrate, modify, use and afford.

Apptricity Travel & Expense automates how you
authorize, enter, review, escalate, approve and audit
travel expenses with unprecedented ease. Your
employees and managers get more productive by
using Apptricity’s easy drag-and-drop Web and
mobile interface.

Procurement inefficiencies and manual processes
waste time and money. Worse yet, when users
bypass difficult-to-use systems, more time and
money are wasted as pre-negotiated vendor
programs aren’t being leveraged.

+ Only Apptricity offers a flexible
platform that mitigates risk with
an Instant Pilot.™ Discover how
fast and smooth an Apptricity
deployment can be.

Easily enter, submit and track reports online from anywhere to
improve reporting, compliance and employee satisfaction

Leverage TEM to Improve Productivity

Apptricity Invoice Management

Exceptional Visibility to Improve Compliance
The power of Apptricity Invoice goes well beyond
scanning and automation of invoice management
to reduce paperwork. Available on its own or as part
of Apptricity Procure-to-Pay, this invoice management
solution helps you increase vendor discounts up to
500% with expiration notices and real-time reporting.
Save time by eliminating paper file searches, with
automated alerts to anyone causing delays.

Increase efficiency, visibility and control over corporate
purchasing, invoice management and payment

Requisition to Reimbursement

Our easy-to-use Web and mobile interface guides
employees to use approved vendors — while you
track spending, status and payment in real-time,
enforcing company policy for approvals and audit.

Apptricity Expense Management
Drive Compliance and Improve Reporting

Apptricity Expense automates how you authorize,
enter, review, escalate, approve, audit and analyze
expenses with unprecedented ease. Your finance
team benefits from real-time reporting and analysis
— with full Enterprise Resource Planning and
accounting system integration to track costs.

Total Integration with Your Systems
Our software integrates with any Enterprise
Resource Planning (ERP) system, including Oracle,
SAP, Banner, PeopleSoft, Lawson, Epicor, Sage
and QuickBooks. We also quickly develop custom
interfaces for your legacy systems. And our Agile
implementation lets us implement your system
on-site or via SaaS – incredibly rapidly.
Take a closer look at how organizations like yours are
leveraging automated Spend Management to get ahead
of their competitors, make more informed decisions and
improve their ROI. Schedule a demo today by calling (800)
693-2193.
www.apptricity.com
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